CALLING ALL HEROES!
Blue Capes:
Global Game Changers
Kids from around the world learn to use their heart power for global change!

Empower Today. Change Tomorrow.

Blue Capes and Global Game Changers® have come together to educate young students about the
Sustainable Development Goals. They have put together the best of both of their resources, ideas, and
knowledge to write this lesson. Just as we teach children, we believe that we can expand, amplify, and
deepen our impact best when we work together.

Blue Capes™ and Global Game Changers®
Blue Capes™ & Global Game Changers® have come together
to inspire students to think about how they have special
capacities to share with the world and can offer their actions in
service of the SDGs. Through interactive exercises, children are
challenged to open up their outlook and to commit to become
inspiring service heroes in their own communities and to learn
how they can be active participants in shaping the world around
them into a better place for all.

Overview

Blue Capes:
Global Game Changers!

Kids from around the world learn to use their heart power for global change!
Total Time: 8 stand alone 30-minute exercises
Age Range: 6 - 11
Subject: Social Studies, Citizenship, Service
Scope and Sequence:
• Lessons are customizable to each teacher’s unique needs,
with individual and group activities included
• Lessons follow the same format
• Individual lessons break the Global Goals into four
categories: Happy and Healthy Life, a Healthy Planet, a Peaceful
and Equal Future, and Good Business
• Lessons may be used in conjuction with one another, spaced
out in intervals, or individually
Learning Outcomes
• To better know the significance of the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals in their own lives.
• To understand they are part of a global movement and that their
participation is important.
• To identify what goal they care about and how to use their heart
power to make a difference.
• To develop age-appropriate independent and collective
solutions to achieve the goals.
• To create a plan to put those solutions into action.
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Section I: Help Others, Save the World!
Teacher Preparation
Preparation
• (If possible) Set up the Blue Capes Global Game Changers video to share with your class or
prepare the Heroes for Change Comic Book for sharing with your students.
• Print out the Global Goals Graphic on page 9
• (For individual modification) Get out blank paper and a writing utensil

Vocabulary
• Compassion: Caring for others and wanting to help them.

Introduction: Help Others, Save the World!
• Tell students that their country is part of a club of almost all of the countries in the world called
the United Nations. All of those countries have decided to come together to make the world better
for everyone.
• Share with them that they have the opportunity to become Blue Capes Global Game Changers
superheroes and help the world in its mission.
• Tell them that they will be learning about some of the world’s biggest problems and the goals
that the world has come together to solve, and that they will get to learn how to do their part and
take action!
• Tell students that the first step is to watch an important video. They need to pay special
attention because it will help them learn more about the world and their mission.
• (If possible) Share the Blue Capes animation video. Have students watch the Blue Capes video
on a large screen or computer screen(s) on YouTube https://youtu.be/iWMGfVeUZqI o, or group
students together to watch on a mobile phone. Students could also read the Heroes for Change
comic book from comicsunitingnations.org/comics, scrolling through each frame on a computer,
mobile phone or tablet.
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Discussion: The World Is In Danger!
• Ask students what are some problems they saw in the video?
▪▪ Sick (coughing) person
▪▪ Sad (homeless) person
▪▪ Hungry person
▪▪ Fish dying
▪▪ Trees dying
▪▪ A girl sitting alone with no one to play with
▪▪ Trash on the street
• Ask students what are the nice things they saw people doing?
▪▪ Planting/watering a flower
▪▪ Working together
▪▪ Inviting someone to play soccer
▪▪ Inviting a girl to play soccer
▪▪ Cleaning up trash from the street
▪▪ Planting trees
▪▪ Helping with schoolwork
▪▪ Giving people food
• Ask students what happened when people helped?
• Remind students that people and governments all over
the world are coming together to act like superheroes and
make the world a better place. Everybody needs to help.
• Share the map of UN Member Nations.
• Introduce students to the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals by briefly showing the printout of the
icons (page 9).
• Tell the students that they are invited to become a Blue Capes superhero and have the heart
power to help the world. Blue Capes Global Game Changers symbolize each hero’s commitment to
work together with the world to solve our problems.
• Remind students that people from all over the world chose 17 goals to work on.
• Go through the 17 goals, reading the explanations on the cards or explaining them in your own
way so that students understand what they mean.
• We break the goals down into categories (which correspond to following lessons):
▪▪ Happy and Healthy Life
·· 1: No Poverty
·· 2: Zero Hunger
·· 3: Good Health and Well-Being
·· 4: Quality Education
▪▪ Healthy Planet:
·· 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
·· 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
·· 13: Climate Action
·· 14: Life Below Water
·· 15: Life on Land
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▪▪ Peaceful and Equal Future
·· 5: Gender Equality
·· 10: Reduced Inequalities
·· 16: Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions
·· 17: Partnerships for the Goals
▪▪ Good Business
·· 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth
·· 9: Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure
·· 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
·· 12: Responsible Consumption and Production
▪▪ Note: These are how we’ve chosen to categorize the goals to make them more understandable to a
younger audience. Many goals overlap categories, so you may choose to categorize them differently.
• Have students come up with ideas about what someone might do to help solve these
problems.

Alternatives
• If you can’t show the video, ask students of examples of how people in their community do or
could help each other.

Learning Activity: We All Need to Work Together!
•
Play the Human Knot Game: Break students into
groups of 10-12 (younger students should be in smaller
groups of 4-5). Have them all put their hands in the
middle and grab onto two different people’s hands. Then,
have them work together to untangle the knot without
breaking any handholds.
•
During the game, ask students how their actions/
movements are impacting the students that they are not
holding.

Individual Modification: Connection Web
• Give the child a piece of blank paper.
• Have him/her draw a bubble in the center of
the paper with his/her face or name.
• Draw a line out from that bubble to another
bubble that can represent school friends, or a
neighborhood family, or another group.
• Continue drawing lines out to represent
different connections that the child has.
• You can continue to connect lines from the
first layer out to a second layer to show the child
how his/her actions might impact people that s/he
doesn’t know personally.
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Reflection: We Can’t Do It Alone
• After the game, discuss how everyone needed to work together to untangle the knot.
• Tell students that the world’s problems are similar: we all need to work together to solve them,
and be aware of how we affect others.
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Section II: Happy and Healthy Life
Teacher Preparation
Preparation
• Print out the Happy and Healthy Lives graphic (optional) on page 13
• Gather pencils and paper for the game.

Vocabulary
• Poverty: A situation where people’s basic needs are not met (food, water, clothing, shelter).

Discussion: Let’s Live Happy and Healthy Lives!
• Ask students what they need to make a good life.
• Ask students what you need to live (or share with them): food, water, shelter, and clothing.
• Remind students of the goals that apply to a Happy and Healthy Life
▪▪ 1: No Poverty
▪▪ 2: Zero Hunger
▪▪ 3: Good Health and Well-Being
▪▪ 4: Quality Education
• Tell students not everybody has what they need to live a good life. That makes their lives
harder and less happy.

Learning Activity: Poverty Game

Game
It
Out!

• Hand out pieces of paper and pencils to each student. Divide the
class into three groups. Tell them they need to fold their paper into
three and then write their name on the piece of paper, but before
they do, give them limitations:
▪▪ Group 1 has no limitations.
▪▪ Group 2 has to put their dominant hand behind their backs and
not use it during the exercise.
▪▪ Group 3 has to put both hands behind their backs and not use
them during the exercise.

Differentiation:
• Instead of giving Groups 1, 2, and 3 varying physical limitations, give them resource limitations.
Group 1 gets enough paper and pencils for each student, Group 2 gets half the number of pieces
of paper and pencils, and Group 3 gets one piece of paper and one pencil.
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Individual Modification
• Have the child do the exercise several different times, each time with a different limitation.
Time the child to show how much longer it takes without the needed resources.

Reflection: Resources Matter
• After the exercise, ask the students the following:
▪▪ How did the different limitations impact them?
▪▪ What are some possible solutions to the problem?
▪▪ Tell them that people who don’t have what they need to live cannot do what they need to
live, or life is much harder.
• Have students brainstorm a few ways to help impact SDGs 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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Happy and Healthy Life

Everyone should have what
matters to meet their basic needs –
food, shelter, water. We should
protect people from problems that
could prevent this.

Everyone should be able to visit a
doctor, get medicines, and know
how to make healthy choices. We
should work together to cure
diseases.

Everyone should have enough food
to eat and know how to make good
food choices to make their bodies
healthy.

Everyone should be able to attend a
good school with enough teachers
that will teach them what they need
to know.

Section III: Healthy Planet
Teacher Preparation
Preparation
• Print out the Healthy Planet graphic (optional) on page 15.

Vocabulary
• Climate Change: Change in how the world’s weather patterns work caused by human use and
pollution.

Discussion: Let’s Ensure a Healthy Planet!
• Tell students that we have to take care of the Earth. We only have one. Ask students about
their favorite parts of nature (sun, sky, storms, animals on land and in the water).
• Have students think through the Sustainable Development Goals related to having a healthy
planet.
▪▪ 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
▪▪ 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
▪▪ 13: Climate Action
▪▪ 14: Life Below Water
▪▪ 15: Life on Land

Learning Activity: Earth Game
• Ask one student to come forward. Tell the class that this
student is going to represent the Earth. Ask the student to
do a task that you’ve been learning on the chalkboard or in
the air with one hand (e.g. recite and draw the alphabet, do
times tables out loud, etc).
• Ask another student to come up and hold up the first
student’s left foot.
• Ask a third student to come up and shake the first
student’s left hand.
• Ask a fourth student to come up and blindfold the first
student/cover his/her eyes.
• Ask a fifth student to come up and put strips of paper on
the first student.
• (You can keep going with additional students distracting/
using the first student if you’d like.)
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Alternative
• Instead of having subsequent students physically touch the first students, you can say “Student
2 needs to use your left leg, so stand on one leg. Student 3 wants to shake your hand so shake
your left hand up and down. Student 4 needs your eyes to see so close your eyes, etc.)

Individual Modification:
• Have the child act as the Earth. Give him/her more and more tasks to do (ex. Stand on one
foot, rub your belly, close your eyes, etc.). Follow up with the same discussion.

Reflection: We Must Protect The Earth
• Afterwards, ask the class the following questions:
▪▪ Could the first student could do the original task with everyone else doing their tasks?
▪▪ How might this relate to the Earth?
·· If forests are cut down, how might that affect the ability to convert CO2 into oxygen?
·· If too much CO2 is in the oceans, how might that effect coral reefs and fish stocks?
·· If rivers are polluted, how might that affect drinking water and irrigation of crops for food?
▪▪ What are ways to solve the problems?
• Have students brainstorm a few ways to help the Earth through SDGs 6, 7, 13, 14, 15.
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Healthy Planet

Everyone should be able to live in a
clean place, with clean water that
we use responsibly.

We should use energy that can be
replaced by the earth like wind,
water and sunshine. We should
make sure that energy doesn’t cost
too much money.

Everyone should take care of the
many different types of plants and
animals live on our planet. We
should keep animals’ homes safe,
and animals safe in their homes.

Everyone should understand how
to protect themselves from natural
disasters, and we should make
sure to protect the Earth - it’s the
only one we have.

Everyone should take care of our
rivers, lakes, and oceans and all of
the creatures and plants that call
water home. We should use these
resources thoughtfully.

Section IV: Peaceful and Equal Future
Teacher Preparation
Preparation
• Print out the Peaceful and Equal Future graphic (optional) on page 18.
• (For individual option) Print out Rainbow Graphic on page 19 and gather crayons/markers

Vocabulary
• Inequality: A situation where some people lack access to rights, resources or opportunities that
other people share.

Discussion: Let’s Build a Peaceful and Equal Future!
• Tell students that not everyone is allowed to do the same things. Sometimes it is because of
something they cannot control: whether they are a boy or a girl, sometimes it is because of the
color of their skin, sometimes it is because of who their parents are, or many other reasons.
• Tell students that sometimes, leaders make decisions that make the problem worse or don’t
give people the tools to solve the problem.
• Ask students if this is fair (no).
• Remind students of the Peaceful and Equal Future Goals:
▪▪ 5: Gender Equality
▪▪ 10: Reduced Inequalities
▪▪ 16: Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions
▪▪ 17: Partnerships for the Goals

Learning Activity: Inequality Game
• Have students stand at a starting line at the middle of the room, with you at the end. Tell them
that the goal is be the fastest and reach the finish line first. But before they start, they need to
follow your directions:
• Ask students who have a sibling to step forward.
• Ask students who are right handed to step forward.
• Ask students who like the color green to step back.
• Ask students who live with someone in addition to/other than their parents and siblings to step
forward.
• (Keep going with arbitrary differences of your choice for as long as you want, potentially until
someone reaches you.)
• Tell students that you are done asking them to follow those directions and now is the race (if
one student has already reached you, they don’t even have to move – they have already “won”).
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Individual Option:
• Have a child color a rainbow, but only allow him/her to use a certain color/colors of crayon.
Share a fully-colored picture and ask how the limited supply of crayons made the child feel.

Reflection: Equality Is Important
• Ask students how it felt when they didn’t get to move forward.
▪▪ Did they think about lying?
▪▪ Did they think about changing an opinion (e.g. favorite color) so it would help them out?
▪▪ Do they think it was fair?
▪▪ What are the ways they could correct the problem?
• Ask students if they have seen people left out or treated differently because of something, or if
this has happened to them.
• Ask students what they think should be done to make things fair, and what they can do to
make a change.
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Peaceful and Equal future

Both girls and boys should be able
to go to school, go to the doctor,
find a job, vote, participate in
government and be respected in
society.

Everyone should be able to have the
chance for a good life. We should
help and protect people to give
them good opportunities.

Everyone should work toward
institutions that do a good job
making countries fair, safe, and
equal. Institutions should listen to
the voices of the people.

Everyone should work together to
achieve the Global Goals by 2030!
We should make sure that everyone
keeps their promise to the world.

Section V: Good Business
Teacher Preparation
Preparation
• Print out the Good Business graphic (optional) on page 23
• Gather sticks, string, and tape

Vocabulary
• Sustainable: Able to be continued

Discussion: Let’s Do Good Business!
• Tell students that, just like it is important for them to eat healthy foods in order to grow, it is
important for towns and cities and countries to grow in the right way.
• Ask students if they would like it if their tongue grew much faster than their mouth. What
about if one leg grew much faster than the other?
• Tell students that we are lucky (usually) that our body parts grow so that they work together.
We need to make sure that our cities grow so that they work together with the people and the
Earth.
• Have students think through the Sustainable Development Goals related to Good Business
(page23
▪▪ 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth
▪▪ 9: Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure
▪▪ 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
▪▪ 12: Responsible Consumption and Production

Learning Activity: Build a City
• Divide students into groups of 2-4. Give each group the same
materials: 20 sticks (could use craft sticks), a piece of string, and some
tape.
• Tell students that you need them to build the tallest tower possible,
but they only have 3 minutes.
• When the time is up, measure each tower and write it down.
• Ask students what some of the challenges were that they
encountered when building. Did time matter? What about
communication?
• Ask students how they think this might relate to building cities.
• (Optional) Add some stress to the structures (walk by them closely,
train a fan on them, touch a part of each structure, moving them from
one place to another).
▪▪ Ask students what are some problems that cities encounter
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(weather, terrain, lots of people).
▪▪ Ask students if they would build their structures differently if they knew about this stress.
• (Optional) Have students rebuild their structure with the same materials (you can use the
materials already used or pass out new materials), but give them more time.

Individual Option:
Follow the same model, but each child builds his/her own structure.

Reflection: We Need to Grow Responsibly
▪▪ Ask students what changed between the first and second build.
▪▪ Ask students how the lessons they learned can apply to building cities.
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Good Business

Everyone should be able to have a
good, safe job opportunity so that
they can buy the things they need
to live. No one should be a slave.

The places we live should have
enough roads, new technology, and
working electricity in order to survive and grow.

All cities should have affordable
housing and good transporation.
They should honor the past and let
the people who live there help
decide their future.

Everyone should try to waste less
and make earth-smart decisions.
Companies should remember and
respect the earth and its resources
when they make products.

Section VI: Let’s Review
Teacher Preparation
Preparation
• Reuse your Sustainable Development Goals graphic (optional)
• Print out copies of the Heart Power Cards on pages 25-26.

Vocabulary
• Empathy: Being aware of and sharing another person‘s feelings, experiences, and emotions.

Discussion: Sustainable Development Goals Review
• Remind students that you have been learning about the 17 Sustainable Development Goals.
• Tell students that the next step is to go beyond knowledge of the Goals and to act to help the
world achieve them.
• Tell students that every person in the world has an amazing heart power inside them to share
with the world and make it a better place for all. And we can make the most difference when we
work together.

Learning Activity: Brainstorming for the Goals
• Tell students that you are going to brainstorm ways to help the
Heart Power Cards
different causes you discussed by creating different superpowers.
• Split the class into groups of 4-5 for the Brainstorming Activity.
▪▪ Each group should get 17 Goals Cards.
▪▪ The Dealer should set out the Goals Cards face down in the
middle of play.
▪▪ One player chooses a goal card to turn over.
▪▪ Each player shares how they might do something to help solve
the Goals Card problem.
·· Example: With “Climate Action” or “Life on Land” as the Goal,
Player 2 chooses says “I can plant a tree that will transform CO2
in to oxygen.”
▪▪ Play continues with each subsequent player giving a way they
can help.
▪▪ Take the used Goals Card out of play.
▪▪ To begin the next round, a different chooses a Goals Card and play continues until all the
Goals Cards have been used.
Everyone should have what
matters to meet their basic needs –
food, shelter, water. We should
protect people from problems that
could prevent this.

Everyone should have enough food
to eat and know how to make good
food choices to make their bodies
healthy.

Everyone should be able to visit a
doctor, get medicines, and know
how to make healthy choices. We
should work together to cure
diseases.

Everyone should be able to attend a
good school with enough teachers
that will teach them what they need
to know.

Both girls and boys should be able
to go to school, go to the doctor,
find a job, vote, participate in
government and be respected in
society.

Everyone should be able to live in a
clean place, with clean water that
we use responsibly.

We should use energy that can be
replaced by the earth like wind,
water and sunshine. We should
make sure that energy doesn’t cost
too much money.

Everyone should be able to have a
good, safe job opportunity so that
they can buy the things they need
to live. No one should be a slave.

The places we live should have
enough roads, new technology, and
working electricity in order to
survive and grow.
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Individual Option
• Brainstorm ideas to help each goal using the cards as a guide.

Reflection: Think Different
• Once the games are over, you can ask students if they thought about helping in a new way
because of the game or if they learned something from their peers.
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Heart Power Cards

Everyone should have what
matters to meet their basic needs –
food, shelter, water. We should
protect people from problems that
could prevent this.

Everyone should have enough food
to eat and know how to make good
food choices to make their bodies
healthy.

Everyone should be able to visit a
doctor, get medicines, and know
how to make healthy choices. We
should work together to cure
diseases.

Everyone should be able to attend a
good school with enough teachers
that will teach them what they need
to know.

Both girls and boys should be able
to go to school, go to the doctor,
find a job, vote, participate in
government and be respected in
society.

Everyone should be able to live in a
clean place, with clean water that
we use responsibly.

We should use energy that can be
replaced by the earth like wind,
water and sunshine. We should
make sure that energy doesn’t cost
too much money.

Everyone should be able to have a
good, safe job opportunity so that
they can buy the things they need
to live. No one should be a slave.

The places we live should have
enough roads, new technology, and
working electricity in order to
survive and grow.

Heart Power Cards

Everyone should be able to have the
chance for a good life. We should
help and protect people to give
them good opportunities.

All cities should have affordable
housing and good transporation.
They should honor the past and let
the people who live there help
decide their future.

Everyone should try to waste less
and make earth-smart decisions.
Companies should remember and
respect the earth and its resources
when they make products.

Everyone should understand how
to protect themselves from natural
disasters, and we should make
sure to protect the Earth - it’s the
only one we have.

Everyone should take care of our
rivers, lakes, and oceans and all of
the creatures and plants that call
water home. We should use these
resources thoughtfully.

Everyone should take care of the
many different types of plants and
animals live on our planet. We
should keep animals’ homes safe,
and animals safe in their homes.

Everyone should work toward
institutions that do a good job
making countries fair, safe, and
equal. Institutions should listen to
the voices of the people.

Everyone should work together to
achieve the Global Goals by 2030!
We should make sure that everyone
keeps their promise to the world.

Section VII: MY Heart Power to Serve
Teacher Preparation
Preparation
• Reuse your Sustainable Development Goals graphic (optional)
• Cut strips of paper for your paper chain and gather either tape, staples or glue

Vocabulary
• Heart Power: The unique power inside each person to care about and change the world.

Discussion: MY Heart Power to Serve
• Now that students have thought about each cause and different ways to help, ask them to
identify which of the three causes they care about the most.
• Ask students why they chose that particular cause.

Heart Power Chain
• Post a large picture of all of the Sustainable Development Goals.
• Hand out long thin strips of paper (optional: they can be the same color as the goal)
• Have students write and/or draw a picture of the goal that they want to serve on their strip of
paper.
• Put the strips together as a chain link.
• Remind students that it takes each of us working on our own goal in order to achieve all of the
goals.

Individual Modification
•
Number and label 17 pieces of blank paper (they don’t have to be
full-size).
•
Give the child the blank page with the Goal number s/he chooses
to help, and have him/her draw a picture that represents that goal and/
or how s/he can help that goal.
•
Lay out all of the goals and put the child’s drawing in the
appropriate place.
•
Remind him/her that it takes each of us working on our own goal
to achieve all of the goals.
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Reflection: Heart Power Together
• Look at the chain/visual that you have created.
• Remind students that it takes each of us working on our own goal in order to achieve all of the
goals.
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Section VIII: I CAN Make a Difference
Teacher Preparation
Preparation
• Print out a copy of the Four Ways to Help Graphic (optional) on page 31.
• Print out copies of the Steps to My Project sheet on page 32 for each child.

Vocabulary
• Apathy: Lack of interest, enthusiasm, or concern

Discussion: How Can I Make a Difference?
• Tell students that, now that they’ve decided what cause that they want to help, they need to
use that heart power to go out and do it!
• Tell students that the next step is developing a plan how they will help the world.
• Tell them that this is how they will become superheroes and join the Blue Capes.
• Share that there are four ways that people can help. Share the 4 Ways Graphic.
▪▪ One way that they can help is to give their TIME to help a cause.
▪▪ A second way that they can help is to give their TALENT to help a
cause. Sometimes projects need people with special talents in order to
be completed.
▪▪ A third way is to give TREASURE.
▪▪ A fourth way is to TEACH people about the cause to try to get
more people to help out!
• Choose one of the SDGs and have students brainstorm how they
could help using the four ways. You may choose to work together to
complete the Four Ways Worksheet (pg. 31) to use as an example. For
example, for Good Heath:
▪▪ You could give your time and volunteer to help a local doctor, hospital, or clinic.
▪▪ You could use your talent of playing football to teach other people to play football in order to
keep their hearts healthy.
▪▪ You could give money to help someone who's sick get medicine.
▪▪ You could teach people how important it is to make healthy choices.

Learning Activity: I CAN Make a Difference
• Tell students that it’s now their turn to earn their blue cape – and first they must decide how
they want to change the world. Using the Four Ways Worksheet (or a blank piece of paper), have
each student chose one of the SDG’s and draw how they can help.
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• Instruct students to choose their favorite
section – the one that they feel best represents
their heart power – and draw a heart next to it.
That section becomes their project.
• Tell students that, now that they’ve decided
how to use their heart power to help, they need
to figure out what steps that they need to take
to achieve that project.
• Share the Steps to My Project Sheet with
each student.
• Share an example of a completed Steps to
My Project Sheet. You can make the sheet based
off of a project you have completed yourself, or you can base it on a project that you read about
in the news. For the latter, you can have students read the article and they can help you come up
with the goals for that project.
• Share some common project steps:
▪▪ Gather supplies
▪▪ Make a budget
▪▪ Get the word out about what you’re doing
▪▪ Recruit volunteers
▪▪ Say thank you to participants/donors
• Invite each student to create their own My Project Sheet
•
Explain that when the countries of the United Nations used their heart power to develop the
17 Sustainable Development Goals: they didn’t just talk about it. They set a time limit (15 years)
and sprang into action. In the same way, superheroes aren’t heroes if they only sit around and talk
about their superpowers – they’re superheroes when they use them! Encourage students to set a
time limit on their project and begin to put their heart into action.

Reflection: I Have the Heart Power
• Ask students some questions about their projects:
▪▪ How did you feel when you completed your project?
▪▪ Is there any way you could improve your project if you do it again?
▪▪ Are you going to continue working toward accomplishing the Sustainable Development
Goals?
▪▪ Can you spread the word and teach others about the Sustainable Development Goals?
▪▪ Can you help other people create projects to help the Goals?
▪▪ Are you optimistic about achieving the Goals if everyone works together and does their part?
▪▪ Have you ever felt apathy while working on your project? What advice would you give to a
friend who feels apathetic?
▪▪ How can you use your heart to feel empathy and make a positive change in the world?
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4 Ways to Help
I am going to help
Sustainable Development Goal

*Looking to learn more about raising awareness, making a budget, recruiting volunteers, and other
project steps? Want to read about projects completed by other Blue Capes and Global Game Changers
just like you? Check out www.globalgamechangers.org

4 Ways to Help
I am going to help
Sustainable Development Goal

12

I will write letters
to businesses in my
community to ask them
to think about how they
handle waste.

I will reuse product
packaging to make
attractive and creative
recycled giftwrap.

I will go to be earlier so
that I am not wasteful
of the energy it takes
to keep the light on.

I will work hard not
to spend money on
products made by
wasteful companies.

*Looking to learn more about raising awareness, making a budget, recruiting volunteers, and other
project steps? Want to read about projects completed by other Blue Capes and Global Game Changers
just like you? Check out www.globalgamechangers.org

4 Ways to Help
I am going to help
Sustainable Development Goal

15

I will teach people
about animals in my
community that are
endangered.

I will make bracelets
for people who will
help animals so people
can know who they
are.

I will help care for
a friend's pet or
livestock when they
are gone.

I will donate old tshirts
to be made into dog
toys.

*Looking to learn more about raising awareness, making a budget, recruiting volunteers, and other
project steps? Want to read about projects completed by other Blue Capes and Global Game Changers
just like you? Check out www.globalgamechangers.org

Steps To My Project
I am going to help Sustainable Development Goal ___________
My Project is this:

Steps to My Goal

Reflection:

Resources Needed

Steps To My Project
I am going to help Sustainable Development Goal #2: Zero Hunger
My Project is this:

I am going to make and hang posters that teach

people how to make good food choices to make their bodies healthy.

Steps to My Goal

Resources Needed

Gather supplies

Poster paper, markers, paint, tape

Research healthy eating

Computer at the library, parent or adult

Plan posters

Scrap paper, pencils

Make posters

Poster paper, markers, paint

Find places to hang my posters

Transportation, parent/adult to help

Hang posters

Tape, posters

Reflection:
I learned a lot about healthy eating and hanging the posters in the market and the library
seemed to help people learn and make better food choices.

Steps To My Project
I am going to help Sustainable Development Goal # 5: Gender Equality
My Project is this: I am going to organize sports games where both
boys and girls can play together.

Steps to My Goal

Resources Needed

Find a field and schedule the games

Transportation, adult to help

Tell boys and girls about the game

Flyers, letters, posters, friends to help

Assign a boy captain and a girl captain for 2 boys and 2 girls who understand the sport
each team.
Gather supplies
Sports equipment, water
Set up supplies

None

Play the game

None

Reflection:
Playing the game was really fun and having a boy and girl captain on each team made everyone
feel equal. Before, boys wouldn't let the girls play or wouldn't pass the ball.

Steps To My Project
I am going to help Sustainable Development Goal #13: Climate Action
My Project is this:

I am going to make a natural disaster plan and

supply kit for my family.

Steps to My Goal

Resources Needed

Research what natural disasters occur in
my community.
Learn about how to be prepared for
natural disasters in my community.
Make a plan with my family.

Computer or books or older adults

Make a disaster kit supply list.

Paper and writing utensils

Gather kit supplies

Water, food, first aid kit, batteries

Put together kit

Bin/box

Hold family meeting to explain our plan
and practice.

None

Computer or books or adults
Paper and writing utensil

Reflection:
My family is now more prepared for a natural disaster than before and can help other families
get prepared, too.

Keep it Going!
• Have students create blue capes to wear when they accomplish
their goals or when you discuss the Blue Capes Global Game Changers
or the Sustainable Development Goals.
• Have students create a service jar with simple ideas about how to
help the Goals. You can keep it in your classroom/home and pull out
a deed each day/week. Challenge everyone to accomplish that deed!
Check out the cards on the pages 39-41.

FIND OUT MORE!
Blue Capes and Global Game Changers® have come together to educate young students about the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals. They have put together the best of both of their resources, ideas, and
knowledge to write this lesson. Just as we teach children, we believe that we can expand, amplify, and
deepen our impact best when we work together.
For more fun superhero engagement activities, visit:
www.globalgamechangers.org and www.bluecapes.org
For more ways to use the visual language and transformative power of comics to educate people in
every corner of the globe about the SDGs and empower them to create positive and lasting change
in their own communities and worldwide, visit
www.comicsunitingnations.org
For more information about the Global Goals visit www.globalgoals.org for:
• Advice on how to teach the Global Goals
• A Global Goals booklet written for children
• More lesson plans to dig deeper into the Global Goals and a link to additional resources
• A gallery of Global Goals images
• Help with encouraging children to take action
Visit www.globalgoals.org/worldslargestlesson
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Service Jar Cards

Create something
to sell and donate
the money to
fighting pover ty.

Share what food
you have with
someone who has
less.

Pledge to keep your
body healthy and
avoid illegal drugs
and alcohol.

Help a classmate
with schoolwork.

Switch roles with a
friend during
pretend play .

Pick up trash on the
street.

Turn off the lights
when you leave a
room.

Teach people about
why slavery is bad .

Learn a new way to
use technology.

Speak out in favor
of equality.

Visit a government
office and talk to
someone there
about the Goals .

Teach someone
about REDUCE
REUSE RECYCLE.
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Service Jar Cards

Learn how to
prepare for a
natural disaster.

Gather some
friends and clean
up a beach.

End an argument
without fighting,
and compromise .

Tell your friends
and family about
the Global Goals !

Take care of an
animal.
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Service Jar Cards
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